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Communitization and the Measured
Message of Normal Behavior
Beatrice H. Barrett

Wc live ill pressing tirncs, wc are pushed into
ji~tlg~ncnts
and limnulations, thc nccd overrides
discrelion, and expediency supplants research.
Our gucsses become theories, our narrowmindness becomes dogma, our ignorance becomes curriculum, our complacency becomes
conviction. The result: a series of "authoritative"
pronouncements without benefit of practical
knowledge. These pronouncements, if taken seriously, have profound effect on the pattern of
education for the severely retarded child.
(D'Amelio, 1971, pp. 4-5)

ship to the escalating 1itc1atur.c clcscrihing new
hubilitativc developments dcsigl~cclto hriclgc the
gap. The broadening scope and incrcasing complexity of activities recom~nendcdto implement
effective community placement (Sonlag, Smith,
& Certo, 1977) convey a straight-forward mcssage; if community environments are to serve
severely handicapped persons better than institutional environments, they must undergo both extensive and intensive modifications spanning the
range from child-rearing practices to architectural
design and community protective by-laws.

Now that normalization has become a guiding
conccpt in human service, community placement
in itself is considered a vast improvement over
institutionalization: less regimented, therefore
more dignifying; less barren, therefore more humane. However, communitization may be desLined for the pitfitlls of any niassivc relocation
pi~~xued
without carcli~lpreparation and without
1.~111awaucness of its potential impact on target
population.

Implicate in this message is recognition of a longstanding definition. People a r e called "retarded"
or "handicapped" or "special needs" bccause they
do not interact adequately with or learn optimally
from a normal cnvironmcnl. Or, conversely,
li-om a bchavior-analytic poinr of' vicw, tllc normal cnvironnicnt liniils pcoplc will1 scrvc Iliundicaps becausc it lilils to proviclc lhc prosthetic or
remedial assistance necessary l i ~ rthcir optimal
functioning (Lindsley, 1964).

Although communitization is moving more
slowly than anticipated (Blatt, Bogdan, Biklen,
& Taylor, 1977; Roos, 1977), the objective of
many institutions is community placement of as
many of their residents as possible, as fast as
possible. In some instances relocation is being
"imposed" rather than "offered" (Wolfensberger,
1972). In more instances pcoplc arc being
n~ovedinto community settings without having
been taught how to behave in them. The implicit
assuniption is that normal environments will
somehow elicit normal behavior, despite overwhelming evidence that this is a false hope.

Proliferation of specialized services will surcly
heighten the visibility of the severely handicapped, who have been out of vicw --- contained
within those special "purgatories" (Blalt &
Kaplan, 1966) of grim but safely distant state
institutions. The public will be seeing more and
more people with peculiar gaits and anomalous
hccs and physiques and will he mccting increasing numbers of' thcir professional m d lay
advocates. But heightened visibility may have
salutary or tragic conscqucnces for the handicapped, depending on the extent to which community environments can be nlodilied to normalize thcir behnvior.

Nol~lialc~lviro~l~~lcnts
lidl I'ar s1101.t 01' whal scvcrcly Iiwidicappcd persons require (Throne,
1975). Thc discrepancy between normal environments and appropriately adapted environments becomes more obvious in direct relation-

Behavior-nor~~ializil~g
lcchnology is cn~crging.
Evidence of its success has been increasing cxponentially. Techniques developed from the
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Yet the range of instructional outcomes selected
for handicapped pupils is often unnecessarily
(albeit unintentionally) restrictive.
Decisions
aboi11 what to teach more often than not reflect
the instructor's methodological training. They
also retlcct the instructor's assumptions about the
nature of retardation and his or her expectations
of what retarded people can or should be able to
do. In addition, educational options for lowfi~nctioningpeople continue to be limited by psychometric classification. This situation exists
even in Massachusetts, where a 1972 act of legislature obliterated the political phenomenon of
"rncntal retardation" (Jordan, 1973) and substituted another onc --- "special needs."
Assumptions about what is "normal" for
"rctartled" people still underlie selection of instructional outcomes. As a result, we see emphasis on self-help skills without any consideration of the numerical skills, sight vocabulary,
handwriting, or other forms of communication
that are necessary for community living. Or,
worse yet, we see "eliminative" education
(Goldiamond, 1975) aimed solely at removing
"undesirable" behavior from people with already
abnormally barren repertories --- often divesting
these people of their only means of interacting
with their environment.
Other nonnormative variations emphasize cosmetic behavior control --- being "still, quirt, and
docilc" (Winett & Winkler, 1972), "on task," "in
~ei1t.l'"clean," and so forth. Community peers
who regularly present such appearances might bc
callcd well-behaved, but unless they also display
the social and academic skills expected for their
agc levels, they, too, risk being labeled
"retarded."
Instruction limited to specialized skills has also
become popular. Outcomes chosen for instruction include such sophisticated skills as telephoning, time-telling, making change, and reading price tags and restaurant menus. No doubt
the "face" validity of these cosmetic instructional
outcomes will improve the credibility of publicly
sponsored cducationul programs by norm~lizing
thc "in~agc"(Wollknsbcrger, 1072) of handicapped people. But ironically, instruction that
inlpnrts only a veneer of ~lormalitynluy set thcsc
peoplc up for Failure that would have been less
likely without it. Community peers who regularly engage in these complicated activities have

previously mastered n complex substructure of
prerequisites and components as well as a host of
related skills. A handicapped person who displays specialized competencies may provide persuasive evidence that expectancies should be
changed. But the same person may become
trapped by deficits that accumulate from failure to
display related skills normally expected by and of
age peers with comparable advanccd skills. (A
"special needs" savant?)
Diametric to the specialized skills approach is one
that focuses only on elemental skills such as object sorting, identify mulching, cross-modal
matching, and object naming across various
kinds of materials and with viu-ied instructors,
without any discernible scclucntid progriunming
toward more commonly expected competencies.
this task x materials orientation to curriculun~
content may appeal to those seeking a systematic
approach to some form of generaliznt ion training
with a very "basic skills" emphasis. Pursuit of'
these instructional ob-jectives may yield a pool of
subjects well pretrained for popular laborato~y
tasks and may, indeed, be a boon to thc statistician. Unfortunately, such splinter skills appear
to be unrelated to the cumulative skill development that underlies most normative notions of
education.
These approaches cxempl i fy applicalion of
"retarded norms" --- not "normal norn~s"(hat the
rest of the world recognizes. And, inconsisten1
though it may seem, they 111aybe practiced by
instructors who we Sirmly commitled to sonlc
concept of normalization. Ncvcrtl~clcss,they all
seem to opcrationalizc some unlccognizcd assumptions. One such :~ssurnplionmay he that
low-functioning people are so far removed from
the average that attempts to progress toward more
conventional educational practices will be waste
of time. Recent redefinition of the psychometric
range of retardation coi~ldbolster such an assumption (Grossman, 1973). Anothcr may be
that within this population, individual differe
are so great as to precludc application of stad
presequenced curriculum. A third may bc(
cvcn outsiclc the instilulion, CLII'I.CIIII~
functioning pcrsons will ~lcvcrbe rc~pircdlo LISC
any of the skills nornlally considered basic in
ity
both elcmcntary cduciilion and c o m n ~ ~ ~ nlifc.
Such assumptions and their instructional products contradict any concept of normalization.
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activities including simply resting or appearing to
"do nothing." The "keep 'em busy" practice in
some spccial classrooms precludes "doing nothing." The "keep 'em busy" practice in some special classrooms precludes "doing nothing." Yet
this is a highly prevalent "activity" among handicapped people. Perhaps some would learn to get
marks for that purpose.

realize that a teacher can awange contingencies to
prevent that from happening. Furthermore, if a
teacher uses the imitative skills that exist or are
being taught, less competent pupils, inslcud of
experiencing "failure," may acquire more normal
forms of behavior through imitation of their more
competent peer models (Brown, Nietupski, &
Hamre-Nietupski, 1976).

Contrived consequences are often necessary in
thc ciirly stages of instruction. But they can become yet another stigma of and restriction on the
handicapped student unless additional training is
undcrtakcn to build the reinforcing function of
more nor~liiillyavailable events. Such training
would require the same sensitive programming as
tcchniqucs used to condition the reinforcing
function ol' other response-produced events
(e.g., tokens, teacher of peer approval) that
originally failed to strengthen behavior that is
supported by commonly available consequences,
the closer the approximation to community reward systems.

One of our residents with Down's syndrome --an astute observer of others --- acquired onc-toone correspondence and rudimcntaly equivalence
simply by rcpeatcdl y seeing his Inore competent
peers counting their pennies to exchange lor
nlt.tl
dimes. So, clearly, cvcn ~ ~ i ~ ~ ) r o , q r r r r ~ ~modeling provided by heterogeneous groups can be
an instructional aid that also provides u more
community-like instructional cnviro~iment.

Compared with the irregular scheduling of consequences in the "real" world, reinforcement of
every correct response is artificial. We must
constantly remind ourselves that behavior is not
sustained by the schedule that works best in early
acquisition (Ferster & Skinner, 1957; Lindsley,
1964); that intermittent scheduling must be intentionally programmed for all behavior that we expect to see maintained outside the prosthetic environment of acquisition. To ensure that our pupils
are minimally restricted, our instructional procedures should be extended to incorporate schedulcs increasingly like those that sustain the behavior of community peers.

Another related practice is exclusive reliance on
individual tutorials, often in cubicles. Isolation
may be necessary to facilitate training of various
attending behaviors. However, without individual instruction in group settings and, eventually,
group instruction, pupils are prevented li-om acquiring behaviors commonly expected of their
community peers. Retarded pupils shou Id be
taught to take turns, to attend to and consequate
one another's behavior, to work inclepcndently in
the presence of others, to cooperate as well as
compete with one another --- in short, to learn
from one another. Appropriately designed contingencies make these realistic and nornlative
goals.

Instructional formats also deserve some examination for their relative normality and their normalizing effects. Once again, the notion of least
restrictive alternatives is applicable. Unfortunately, many instructional formats that proliferate
under various "behavioral" guises seem to be unnecessarily inflexible.

How oftcn have behavioral condit ioning proccdures been called dehumanizing, rigid, automatic, robot-producing, or behavior-controlling,
rather than behavior-developing'? How often do
we hear teachers complaining about inflexible
scripts that are boring to follow'? How often do
we see pupils who do nothing until they are told
to do something? Isn't this one o f the characteristics we hope to change'? Surely such dependence is not characteristic of their community
peers.

Despite the heterogeneity that characterizes com~nunityclassroonl pupils, the eflhrt to achieve
homogeneously handicapped groups still en-joys
undue popularity. This notion seems to have
originated tium concern that less capable students
would develop "failure sets" from participating
with more capable people. By now we should

Exclusive use of' teacher-controlled, teucherpresented trii~lsrellccts the assumption lhnt lowfunctioning people will always be totally dcpendcnt on their instructors. . This will sulcly he so
if teacher presentation is coupled with rigid adherence to priming or prompting (Skinner, 1968)
without provisions for shifting control of

responding from teacher to instructional materials. Opportunities for self-presentation and indcpendencc skill practice with multiple-stimulus
formats such as worksheets should be available
to handicapped pcoplc. Proccdurcs and formats
that foster continued dependence on teachers are
highly restrictive and may be only a short step
above custodial care. They are also antithetical to
the normalizing function of good programming.
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Self-prcscn~ation,self-pacing, and fading of unnecessary prompts are basic procedures of progritmming instruction. lhcy opclationalize what
Skinncr Incant by "freeing" the stutlent (Skinncr,
1968). While primcs, prompts. and other forms
of t c d ~ c control
r
n ~ i ybe ncccssiiry during early
acquisition, continued use of "acquisition
crutches" (Lindsley, 1964) prevents development
of independent responding. Until we provide
transition to free-rcsponse formals, we will not
havc offcrcd handicapped people the full advantages o f programming technology. Nor will we
ever know how closely they can approximate
normal behavior patterns.

In short, if we wish to produce greater flexibility
in the behavior repertoires of our pupils, we must
first become more flexible in our own ways of
arranging thcir instructional environments.
Again, the patterns of community peers should
be our guides.

CHOICE 0 1 7 METHODS FOR
EVALUATING PROGRESS
Expanding our instructional objcctives and elasticizing our instruction;tl procedures may create
more normal or even less restrictive appearances
in rriany classrooms. Lattices of longitudinal curricula with well-developed rationales and comniunicablc lesson plans may provide recorded
evidence that, indeed, a more normalizing education is being provided. Standards may be met
and funding may be assured because everything
looks technologically sophisticated, consistent,
and credible.
are the pupils beBut how ~tluchmore nol~~:~!!y
having? Ase we really narrowing the gap hetween them and their community peers'? Or is it
possihle that we have applied yet anothcr layer of

cosmetics to convince ourselves that we have ful1711cd our ~lioralohligation to the hundicappcd?
Do we really want to know? If so, how can we
tell?
The best way to evaluate changes is to ask the
pupils themselves. Since neither their verbal behavior nor ours can accurately describe the effects of instructional methods, we must adopt
another medium of communication. That medium is measurement--a universal language. If
appropriately calibrated for sensitivity to thcir
txhavior, measurement permils us to understand
nonspeaking pcoplc (Barrctt, 1977).
If we adopt mcirsurcmcnt as ii conimi~nicatio~i
tool and behavior normalization as a long-range
goal, there is readily available a variety of community performance standards against which we
should compare our pupils' progress. After all,
normal perforrnancc is, by definition, measurcd
performance. It is measured performance described by norms.

While the label "norms" may conjurc up bellshaped curves, IQ tests, and a host of other controversial concepts, I am not suggesting that we
revert to the global, nonprescriptive measures
that have historically justified exclusion of our
pupils from their rightful education. But to make
comparisons that will help us set more nonnalizing aims, we must measure the same skills and
subskills in normal children that we are trying to
teach to handicapped children (Haughton, 1972;
Walker & Hops, 1976). fiwthcrmorc, to ensurc a
communication system conilnon to both normal
and handicapped behavior, we must adopt the
parameters of measurement typically applicd in
assessment of normal behavior.
Community behavior norms do guide the training
of handicapped persons to the extent that we implicitly or even explicitly compare our pupils'
accuracy with that of normal schoolchildren. But
the comparison may be too restricted in scope to
achieve a normalizing effect. Take, for example,
the prevalent use of an 80 to 90% accuracy criterion for handicapped people. To what cxtent
does this restrict their successful communitization
of their community peers perform the same skills
at 100% accuracy'? If we so limit our information
about our pupils, how likely is it that our

moment-to-moment decisions are producing cumulative deficits in the process of instruction? If
the skills being taught are to become enabling
skills in the acquisition of superordinate skills,
they must at the very least be taught to normal
accuracy. Lowering the "normal" criterion to
accommodate the errors of the handicapped not
only prevents their attainment of mastery but also
perpetuates the expectancy of limitation that we
are trying to dispel.
But suppose we require consistent 100% accuracy as a criterion in cumulative skills developnlcnt, and suppose we also incorporate in our
curricula the practice periods, retention checks,
and reviews found in conventional school curricula. Is accurate performance sufficient to achieve
the degree of behavior normalization we seek for
handicapped people?
If we look more closely at the measures used in
community schools, we find that accuracy is only
one dimension of normally measured behavior.
Percentage correct is a highly restrictive measure
that yields relatively little information from a pupil. Whether it be derived from a person's performance in one setting with one teacher and one
set of cues and materials or from many variations
of these environmental variables, a major dimension of behavior is disregarded if we rely solely
on percentage correct. That disregarded dimension is time. How long does it take to teach
Jimmy to feed himself? to brush his teeth? Once
taught, how long does Jimmy take to perform
these complicated behavior chains'? And how
consistently does he perform them? Has he
really mastered these skills that normal children
pcrform easily and rapidly evcry day? These
questions cannot be answered from percentage
on components completed accurately nor from
percentage of time Jimmy engages in these activities appropriately. We are restricting Jimmy's
communication to us by limiting the measured
dimensions of his behavior.

Why do we limit our own effectiveness by persisting with such fragmentary information when
we invest so much energy in trying to train the
handicapped?
In the community, time is one of our most precious con~modities. The clock and the calendar
providc: a base for evaluating instnlctional cffectiveness. If a pupil can't keep up the pace, reme-

dial procedures are called for. And pupil records
are cumulative through time. Progress is judged
by Jimmy's cumulative skill development during
units of time called terns or sen2ester.s. In community living, time restrictions are eve~ywhere.
And if we ask how well our most accurate pupils
will be able to function in community environments, we are forced to consider such temporal
measures as duration and rate of responding.
Jimmy must be able to count money at supermarket-acceptable speeds. He must be able to speak,
read, or sign fluently enough for comprehension.
A trial-by-trial teaching format locks the child's
performance into a rate dctcr~riined by the
teacher. On the other hand, self-presenting lets
the child's rate emerge. Self-presenting also
provides a format that facilitates fading of teacher
prompts that slow the child down. As teacher
prompts are gradually hded, thc child is frced
from the ceiling i~nposcd by teacher-prcscn tcd
trials. Furthermore, removing the teacherdetermined ceiling on the child's spced ot' accurate performance permits 11s to includc thc time
dimension in the pupil's communication to us.
Steps to independence from teachcr prompting
become quite clear if we measure the rate of
prompts as well as the rate of behaviors executed
without prompts. The pupil's growing independence is mecrsured directl-y and dexrihed
functionally by the increasing graphic distance
between the rate of prompted behavior and the
rate of unprompted behavior ovcr ti~nc.
Research continues to develop neth hods that increase instructional efficiency by fading prompts
and thereby reducing the time rcq~~ircd
to bring
handicapped people to criterion aicculacy. And
appropriate use of acquired skills in viirictics of
settings with varying materii~ls,cues, and pcople
has become the subject of analysis (Stokes, Baer,
& Jackson, 1974), demonstration (Barrett &
McCormack, 1973)' and pedagogical con ern
(Certo, Brown, Belmore, B Cmwner, l k 7 ;
Williams et al., 1975). But even if they perf nn
accurately and appropriately in the range of situations commonly encountered in community l i fc,
people may still be called "retarded" if their pcrformance is too slow.

How fast is fast enough? At present there is no
empirical cvidencc to answer that question.
Comnionly available noim-referenced tests with
timc limits may furnish some clues. However,
because the instructional objectives for handicapped people are morc f'incly task analyzed than
those ;rppsopriittc I'or most nonhandicappcd pcoplc, il is nor likcly that thc subskills of concern
will bc rcprcscnted in instruments standardized
on a "normal" population. Therefore, the fluency
aims f o r this group must be developed from another soi~rcc. In Ihis as in olhcs cornpilrisons,
arc oblai ncd from nonhandicappcd
l
uscli~guitlcs
peoplc (llaughton, 1972; Stiu-tin & Starlin, 1973;
Willis, 1974) performing the same skills and
subskills that are being taught to currently lowfunctioning people.

specified time limits. Having normalized our pupils' accuracy and permitted them opportunities
to speed up their performance, as their community peers do, we now question whether, in so
doing, we have normalized their fluency. Using
the exact formats provided our pupils, we have
some community schoolchildren and adults perform the same skills within the same short probe
periods, say, 30 seconds.

In the abscncc o f a standard curriculum, an exact
description of the behaviors being taught may
vary from teacher to teacher and from pupil to
pupil. But that should not be an obstacle. Whatever skills ure being taught may be used to probe
the speed at which competent nonhandicapped
people pesform them under the same conditions
used for assessing. proficiency among handicapped pupils (Hanng & Gentry, 1976; Lovitt,
1976; White & Haring, 1976).

Note that, even through the groups :we very
small, there is a lawful relationship among the
rates of the three groups across all 16 skills. The
state school pupils performed at consistently
lower rates than much younger public school pupils and they, in turn, performed at consistently
lower rates than the adults. Note also that , of
the 16 skills probed, only five show any overlap
in the range of fastest performances obtained
from state school residents and those shown by
younger public school pupils. Yet all were performing these tasks at 100% accuracy. Fusthermore, the state school residents wcrc theorclically
at an advantage because they had pl-acticcd tl~ese
tasks prior to the probes that yielded these data.
This example shows us how lnco~npletely we
have performed our own task of normalizing our
pupils' accurately performed behavior.

For cxample, suppose we are teaching some of
the coniponcnt and enabling skills involved in
basic rcading, writing, and arithmetic. Our
h ~ ~ n d i c q p cpirpils
d
have been taught to perf'orm
consistently at IOU%, accuracy and have made a
successful transition to formats permitting unprompted accurate repetition of these skills within

For example, Figurc I prcscnts explol-atory results fsom Soul-of o w sMc school pupils :IS (Icy
compare with an ccl~~al
nilnibcr ol' young nonhandicapped public school pupils and adults.
Rate (frequency) ranges are based on the highest
of four rates attained by each individual on successive probes.

Flquro 1 Frequer~cycornpar~sonso n sorne components and prercqurs~fcso l clemcnfary sk~lls(Oascd on an unpubl~shcd1111otsludy
c.oririurle(i hy Frnrlces George and Ileborah Pease)

By adopting one additional dimension in our
measurement system, we increased the opportunities for our pupils to communicate with us.
Then, by comparing their performances with
those of their community peers, we were made
aware that both our methods and our objectives
must be expanded in the direction of normality if
we m
' to provide our pupils increasingly normalizing habilitative options. Use of a single addilional parameter of "normal" performance - rate
- ncccssilates revisions in instructional methods
i ~ n t lin currici~larformats lo pcrinit multiple opporlunitics lhr pupil rcsponsc limited only by
spccil'icd time intervi~ls. With a quantitative description of the "normal range" on the subskills
chosen for comparison, we now have a first approximation of the "normal" criteria that should
be applied in evaluating our pupils' progress.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
"Retardation" is more than a label. It is more
than a sociopolitical arena. It is a behavioral reality. Until we can fully normalize our pupils'
performance, the reality of retardation will persist
regardless of what labels are substituted and what
geographic locations the labeled people behave
in. An our effectiveness will be inversely related
lo the restrictions we place on the measured
co~nniunicationto us.
Clearly, normalizing the behavior of severely
handicapped people is a very different and more
complicated undertaking than simply changing
their habitat. Yet it cannot be accomplished
without successive environmental normalization
as an integral process in behavioral habilitation.
Moreover, if we adopt the common language of
measured "normal" performance standards as
instructional guides, we see the need for considerable methodologic development to provide the
skill-supportive instructional environments that
will enable our pupils to perform as normally as
possible.
No matter how strong the legal and political pressures. we must evaluate our environmental
changes in terms of their effects on the behavior
of the people to be habilitated. Only our pupils
ci\ll tell us what environments ilrc niorc Ihvonhlc
for them. And we must give them as many options as possible for communicating with us. If

we permit their measured interactions with various environments to determine the adequacy of
our environmental designs, we will avoid the inconsistencies that accrue from approaches that
disregard their critical evaluative feedback.
It is the thesis of this article that:
1) Communitization of the severely handicapped
is being undertaken without adequate evidence of
its effects on the people for whom benefits ilre
being sought; 2) Until their measulcd behavior
supersedes our assumptions, inconsis~cncies
between principlcs and application will continue
to undermine our nlission enhancing their future
well-being; 3) The medium of communication
best suited to articulate and amplify their response to our interventions is the u~iivcrsallanguage of measurement; 4) Only by posing relevant questions of the seeking answers from the
measured behavior of our clients and their community peers can we begin to reconcile their
needs and our assumptions.
With measured progress toward the goal of behavioral normalization and with the measured
message of normal behavior as a guide, we will
be better able to determine where we havc been,
where we are going, and how far we have to go.
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